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Architectural Guide to Anodized Aluminum
Understanding the challenges
At Lorin, we understand the challenges you face. You are asked to create beautiful projects, made from
high quality materials that deliver a consistent look and finish. These products you use for these projects
must be durable; able to be formed into a variety of shapes for different cladding, roofing, ceiling, wall
or accent elements; be strong, yet lightweight to help reduce construction costs; and if possible these
products should be made from sustainable materials made by sustainable processes.
Don’t worry, at Lorin, we have you covered!
Section 1A: See It, Dream It, Believe It
Imagine your most inventive forms. Design your grandest of installations. For whatever signature look
you desire, make the potential possible with anodized aluminum. Color match any hue under the sun,
expose the natural metallic brilliance or have both in one finish. In addition to aesthetics, the long‐
lasting performance is the same: three times tougher than the raw material, 60 percent lighter than
competing metals and corrosion resistance that lasts.
If you want to capitalize on the desire for products that have a natural metals look, then Lorin can
provide a myriad of natural metal looks, without adding the extra weight and hefty price tag that comes
along with those metals.
Perhaps the most important attribute of anodized aluminum is its beauty. The anodic layer of aluminum
oxide is a translucent crystalline structure that enhances the natural metallic beauty of the aluminum
beneath. This three dimensional sapphire crystalline structure reflects and refracts light in unique ways
helping the material come alive in a way that paint cannot match.
Paint, as a coating applied to metal, is more one dimensional and flat in appearance. It simply cannot
reproduce the natural metallic look of real aluminum. Conversely, paint covers up the natural metal
below.
Paint

Anodized

Painted aluminum
a
is not metallic to the touch
h, and canno
ot be distingu
uished from any
a other paainted
material, resulting in a lack of naturral metal feel and visual efffect.
o Color and Finish
F
Optionss That Are Deesigned to La
ast
1B: Lots of
Lorin has the ability to create custom colors, as well
w as match
h almost any color
c
that can
n be imagined
d,
especiallyy for interior finishes.
f
In ad
ddition, thesee colors can be applied to finishes
f
that are
a brushed,
embossed
d, bright or matte.
m
With Lorin
n’s continuou
us coil process, every square inch or millimeter of th
he entire coil spends
s
the saame
amount of
o time in each
h part of the process. This allows Lorin to create an unmatched leevel of
consistency, assuring that
t
the colorrs and finishess look the sam
me throughou
ut all of the coils produced
d.
a records the
t color so itt can be repeaated on subseequent orderrs.
Lorin careefully controlss, measures, and
Lorin offeers a wide variety of UV stable
s
colors that can mirror or match
h natural mettal looks, including
stainless steel,
s
brass, gold,
g
zinc, pew
wter, bronze,, copper, and muntz. Som
me of these metal
m
looks aree also
available in pre‐patina or antique veersions. Exam
mples of Lorin
n’s long lastingg colors:
Church ro
oof in N. Muskegon, MI affter 30 years

Stored roof shingle plaaced on top of
o existing roo
of

While paint can offer many
m
colors, like any organ
nic coating, itt will fade beccause it is sim
mply an applieed
coating, using
u
pigmentts or dyes thaat have limited life in terms of color‐fastness due to UV rays breaking
down the chemicals within the coatting.

The cost of
o clear anodiized, per squaare foot or meter, is comp
parable to a high quality PV
VDF paint. Fo
or a
true bronze, copper, or zinc look, an
nodized alum
minum may bee a little moree expensive th
han paint, but it
a
flat likke paint, and is much more affordable than
t
the natu
ural metals it is replacing.
does not appear
Section 2: Performancce, Durability and Function
nality
W Do It
2A: How We
Coil anodizing is an ele
ectrochemical process, nott an applied coating.
c
The end
e result is nothing
n
short of
scientific magic with ne
early limitlesss design posssibilities and coil‐loads
c
of efficiencies.
e
To let you in on
o the
secret, heere’s how it works.
w
THE COIL ANODIZING PROCESS
Coiled raw
w aluminum is unwound and pulled thrrough a seriess of tanks, eacch playing a vital
v
role wheere
we clean, anodize, colo
or, and seal th
he aluminum
m before we reewind the coiil. Afterwardss we can cut and
a
deliver ready‐to‐fabriccate coils all in
n one stop.

Step 1: Cleaning
Raw alum
minum is covered in grit and grime. The cleaning tankk is exactly th
hat: ensuring all
a contaminaants
are washeed away so th
he final surfacce is flawless..
Step 2: Prre‐treatment
Dependin
ng on the desiired finish, the pre‐treatment wash cou
uld be chemiccally:
● Ettched, removving a thin surrface layer creeating a mattte look.
● Brightened to smooth the surface
s
and heighten its reeflectiveness.
e
a
alternative
forr a chrome aeesthetic.
● Ellectropolished as a more eco‐friendly

Step 3: An
nodizing
Using sulffuric acid elecctrolyte, an ellectrical curreent chemically builds grow
ws an anodic film
f from the
aluminum
m surface. The
e new layer iss hard and porous—perfecct for coloringg.
Step 4: Co
oloring
nt colors, but not necessarrily UV stable colors, dyesttuffs of any hue are absorb
bed directly in
nto
For vibran
the anodic layer. For a UV stable meetallic look, metal
m
salts aree electrolyticaally deposited
d. Both leave
nsities you neever thought possible.
p
unmatcheed color inten
ealing
Step 5: Se
es, lock in thee colors, and create a touggh, resilient, finished surface.
Here we close the pore
Anodic Laayer viewed under a micro
oscope
Paint viewed
d under a miccroscope

S
Weight Ratio
2B: High Strength‐to‐W
We underrstand that in
n architecturee, there is pressure to use lightweight, but
b strong maaterials for
cladding and
a roofing th
hat can save money
m
on thee supporting structure. Alsso, it is imporrtant for weigght
reduction
n for elevatorss to reduce energy consum
mption. Aluminum’s high strength
s
to weight ratio is no
secret. Affter all, alumin
num honeyco
omb panels have been useed for aircraftt wings, aircraaft and rail car
interior walls
w
and floorrs for decadess. Lorin has so
olutions to im
mprove bonding of aluminu
um to variouss
substrates, including honeycomb
h
paanels. See image below fo
or honeycomb
b panel construction.

2C: Adhesion Enhancing Solutions
No matter what surface anodized aluminum needs to adhere to, Lorin has a patented solution for that. If
you require surfaces that need to be painted, bonded (like for composite or laminated panels), screen
printed, powder coated or virtually any other type of coating or bonding with aluminum or anodized
aluminum, you need Lorin.
When you need an adhesive promoting surface on both sides, (like for adding a wood veneer to a
strong, but lightweight substrate), AnoGrip® ensures no de‐lamination. When you want the beauty of
anodized aluminum on one side and some laminated component on the other (like with composite
panels), Adhere® enables gluing without primer.

AnoGrip®
® is a special anodizing
a
process applied to functional coil‐anodized
d aluminum leaving both sides
s
of the aluminum sheett with millions of microsco
opic pores thaat lock in pain
nts, powder coats, adhesivves
and moree ‐ creating a permanent
p
m
molecular
bon
nd.
Adhere® is
i a Lorin pate
ented post‐an
nodizing proccess applied to the backsid
de of decoratiive coil‐anodiized
aluminum
m that leaves the
t back of th
he sheet with
h an adhesive friendly, opeen pore, no prrimer needed
d
structure allowing for quick,
q
solid atttachment ‐ perfect
p
for an
nything like reesin soaked papers, MDF
board, composite or ho
oneycomb paanels, or foam
m insulated orr various soun
nd deadeningg materials.

2D: Appliccations for Adhere® and AnoGrip®:

Aluminum
m Composite Material Pan
nels

Anodized
d Aluminum
Polyethylene or The
ermoplastic Core
C
Ano
odized Alumin
num

omb Panels
Honeyco

2E: Unma
atched Abrassion/Corrosio
on Resistancee
Aluminum
m Oxide is paart of the Corrundum famiily of gemsto
ones, like a saapphire, and is second on
nly to
diamondss in terms off hardness. The
T hardnesss of the anodic layer maakes it very abrasion
a
resistant,
outperforrming paint in
n Tabor abrassion and pencil hardness tests,
t
which means
m
a morre durable product
with a bettter Return on Investmentt.

The sapph
hire hardnesss of aluminum
m oxide proteects and presserves the alu
uminum surfaace from corrrosion
in harsh weather
w
envirronments, inccluding coastaal areas. Salt spray is ph neutral, so it has
h little impaact on
the anodic layer, and
d the anodicc layer’s hardness helps keep the aluminum ben
neath from being
damaged.. This is why anodized
a
alum
minum is ofteen used for marine
m
parts.

ASTM B 117

Resistan
nce to Salt Sp
pray Exposuree

AAMA 611‐12 Architectural Anodizzed Standardss

Because paint
p
is a coatting that is eitther rolled orr sprayed onto
o the base alu
uminum, it reelies on the
surface teension it creattes with the metal,
m
or a prrimer, for adh
hesion. This su
urface tension can break down
d
over timee, causing the paint to losee adhesion, leading to chalking, chippingg, flaking and
d peeling. Thiss loss
of adhesio
on can creep over time, caausing more and
a more of the
t surface arrea to lose itss paint.

Anodized
d will not chip
ip, flake, peell or rust.
If the ano
odic layer is brreached all th
he way to the raw aluminu
um underneatth, the alumin
num will self‐‐heal
by creatin
ng its own pro
otective oxidee layer, ensurring that the damage
d
will not
n creep beyyond the initiaal
damage point.
p
This miitigates the need for costlyy repairs.

2F: Com
mpared to other
o
metals
Unlike cop
pper, zinc, ste
eel or brass, anodized
a
alum
minum will no
ot patina, russt or succumb
b to the elemeents.
Lorin Antiique Copper ColorIn
C
– UV Stable

s to Mainttain
2G: Easy

Natu
ural Copper patinas over tiime

The anodic layer is eassy and safe to
o clean withou
ut special cheemicals, which
h results in lo
ow maintenan
nce
costs. Paiint can easily be scratched
d or chipped. Damage to th
he painted su
urface can leaad to corrosio
on
under thee paint, causin
ng the damagge to “creep” over time. Th
his results in painted
p
metaal having high
her
maintenance costs thaan anodized aluminum.
a
Other metals paatina (corrode/oxidize) over time the
oxidation elements run
n down and cling
c
to other building matterials that require additional maintenance
time and money.

Section 3A: Forma
ability
Any material that is be
ent or stretched will have micro‐fractur
m
res along the bend, also kn
nown as crazing,
because nothing
n
is infinitely flexiblee, including paint. Crazing occurs becau
use the outer side of the beend
is stretcheed more than
n the inner sid
de, and appeaars as a frosteed effect. (Seee our white paper
p
on Form
ming
and Crazin
ng and additional detail in the followingg section). While
W
a bent an
nodized surfaace may exhib
bit
visible craazing, it is ofte
en naturally obscured
o
because of the way
w light refleects off a bend
d to create a
brighter, frosted
f
type effect.
e
In thee hands of a skilled former, bent anodizzed parts can be made to look
great wheether roll‐form
med, formed in a break press, aluminum
m composite panels, honeeycomb panels,
stamped, or perforated
d.

Roll Fo
orming Op
peration

Stamp
ping

Laminatin
ng

Perforrating

Brake Press Ma
achine an
nd examp
ple shapess

3B: Form
ming Conssiderationss with Variious Panell Types
3MM So
olid Panelss
Perceiveed Advanttages:
Industry Standards
S
(such as in the Peoples
P
Republic of China)) specify a 3m
mm gauge min
nimum ‘solid’
panel con
nstruction for high‐rise stru
uctures. Theyy have also ap
pproved 2.5 MM
M officially, but unofficiaally
have apprroved and paid for multiple buildings with
w alternativve panel thickknesses and designs.
d

3mm Solid
d Panels are usually
u
attach
hed to the bu
uilding with sttud fasteners. Advantage ‐ The backsidee
panel fastteners used fo
or 3mm gaugge solid panels are typicallyy Spot Weldeed and WILL NOT
N show through
to the top
p good‐side of the sheet.
Advantage: The 3mm solid panel iss usually sufficient enough to withstand
d high rise building wind lo
oad
requiremeents.

Disadvanttage: The flatness is very difficult
d
to con
ntrol on largeer panel sizes going througgh cut‐to‐lenggth
lines or co
oil flatteners and without any
a additionaal forming or bending to in
ncrease rigiditty.
Disadvanttage: The rigid
dity of a 3mm
m solid panel is often still not
n enough fo
or high rise structures
(dependin
ng upon specific building codes)
c
and will usually require a stiffeneer on the bacckside of the sheet
adding mo
ore cost and weight.
Below: 3m
mm Solid Pan
nels produced
d without anyy bending to improve rigidity have waarped

A stiffener is still no gu
uarantee thatt the panel wiill remain flat due to differrences in therrmal coefficieents
he panel.
of expanssion between the stiffener metal and th

Other Disadvantages using
u
a Stiffen
ner:
•
•
•

•

ers will not only increase the
t fabrication and processsing costs, bu
ut will increasse the
Adding stiffene
paanel weight.
Th
he extra weigght may causee a bowing efffect on horizontally attach
hed panels if not fastened
ad
dequately.
Th
he fabricator will have a more
m
complexx and expensive fastening system to deal with. Wheen
ussing 3mm solid panels on High‐Rise Buiildings over 600
6 feet, the fabricator
f
will require a full
w
width
stiffenerr to make thee panel strongg enough, ressulting in even
n higher costss.
Th
he fabricator or installer will
w have moree processing time
t
waiting for the stiffen
ner glue to drry –
ap
pproximatelyy 72 hours – delaying
d
projeect completio
on

o High‐Rise Buildings:
Bending a 3mm Panell for Rigidity on
Bending can
c be done successfully,
s
if the fabricattor cuts a slott at the insidee‐diameter at the bending point
o
on a 90 bend. In theo
ory, cutting a 3mm solid aluminum
a
sheet with a cu
utting depth of 1.5mm (50
0% of
gauge), th
he fabricator should not haave a bendingg problem.

HOWEVER
R – ONE SHO
OULD USE CA
AUTION ‐ Wh
hen bending a 3mm Paneel using a cutt slot at the inside
diameter of the bend:
•
•
•
•

Th
he remainingg 1.5mm alum
minum has been weakened
d.
he rigidity of the panel dessign has also been compro
omised at thee bend.
Th
Th
he bending edge
e
is more subject
s
to craacking and sh
hould only bee used for low
w level buildin
ngs or
veertical interio
or decoration.
Th
he risk is verry high when using this method
m
on higgh‐rise buildin
ngs and horizzontal decoraations
baased on those
e weakened bent
b
edges fo
or support.

Bendingg a 3mm Panel
P
– Witthout a cut slot – Is more
m
likelyy to crack at the ben
nd:
Disadvanttage: When forming
f
a flatt sheet into a 90° bend, th
he outside diaameter of the sheet is longger
(stretchess or expands) than the insiide diameter (compresses or shrinks) of the sheet. In
n other words, the
length of the outside diameter
d
will always be lon
nger than thee length of thee inside diameter and morre
subject to
o cracking of the
t aluminum
m during the bending
b
operration unless the
t fabricator applies an
adequate radius.

Double Curve Designs
Using a 3mm solid aluminum panel to create a double curve design is a very difficult and complex
process unless you put in a lot of thought and preparation. In order to do it correctly the fabricator must
consider several fabrication methods.
Using a machine press to mold the metal into the double‐curve is the best option for a consistent panel.
However, this fabrication method is only suitable for a fixed panel design.
Disadvantage: If the design requires multiple molds, the cost can be astronomical.
Stretch Forming or Press Mold

Even with
h post painted
d panels form
med to fit, the paint has peeled off becaause of the strress of the do
ouble
curve design. They actually used an
n automotive bonding material to repair part of the SOHO
S
Galaxyy
n Beijing.
building in

Honeyccomb Paneel Forming Considera
ations
An alternaative to usingg a 3mm Solid
d Panel Design
n is the use of a 20mm (0.75”) Aluminu
um Honeycom
mb
Composite Panel. Hone
eycomb Paneel compositess are used wid
dely in many industries, su
uch as aerospace,
architectu
ural, transporrtation, furnitture, packagin
ng and logistics. The strenggth of laminated or
sandwich panels depen
nds on the sizze of the paneel, facing matterial used an
nd the numbeer or density of
o the
mb cells within it.
honeycom

Advantages: According to K.Kanthaa Rao, K. Jayathirtha Rao, A.G.Sarwade,
A
, M.Sarath Ch
handra /
onal Journal of
o Engineeringg Research an
nd Application
ns (IJERA) ISSSN: 2248‐9622
2 www.ijera.ccom
Internatio
Vol. 2, Issue 3, May‐Jun 2012, pp. 365‐374 365 ‐ Strength Anaalysis on Honeycomb Sand
dwich Panels of
different Materials, the
e use of Honeeycomb Sandwich Panels in
i constructio
on typically elliminates the need
for weldin
ng. The conve
entional singlee skin or 3mm
m Solid Aluminum Panel sttructure, whicch is reinforceed
with main
n frames and stiffeners, no
ormally necesssitates a lot of
o welding, an
nd has a conssiderable lenggth of
weld seam
ms.

Further, the lighter butt thinner plattes (less than 3mm gauge) employed teend to increasse weld
distortion
ns that may in
n some cases require moree fabrication work
w
to rectiffy. More weld
d seams also mean
a greater number of faatigue initiatio
on locations as
a well. Moree welds also in
ncrease the cost of fabricaation.
mb sandwich construction, with a honeeycomb core is
i better able to cope with
h such challen
nges.
Honeycom
Advantages: When ben
nding a Honeycomb panel there is no need
n
to cut a slot on the un
nderside of th
he
top‐sheett. The mechan
nical perform
mance of the top sheet (1.0
0mm gauge) is fully compleeted at the beend
and the panel does not crack.

Advantages of an Alum
minum Honeyycomb Compo
osite Panel – according
a
to an aerospacee engineer forr Lear
Jets ‐ haviing been crusshed ‐ will inccrease in stren
ngth. The gau
uge of the cell has a direct impact on ho
ow
much streength can be realized.
Another advantage
a
is that
t
a honeyccomb panel can be formed
d into a double‐curve signiificantly easieer, at
a lower co
ost, with bettter overall quality than a Solid 3mm Alu
uminum sheet.
•
•
•
•
•

Th
he fabricator can use a non‐metal mold
d at a reasonaable cost.
Th
here is no need for a high cost machinee press or pun
nch equipment.
Th
he finished paanel providess excellent riggidity.
Achieve multip
ple‐curve designs at a reassonable cost as
a compared to a 3mm Solid Panel.
W not damagge the anodizzed aluminum
Will
m top face plaate.

An additional advantage is that the top‐side face sheet of an Aluminum Honeycomb Composite Panel
(1.0mm) will not show as much visible crazing like a 3mm Solid Panel. Increasing the gauge of the
aluminum will require the fabricator to increase the bend radii which will inevitably show more crazing.
Honeycomb Aluminum Panels have excellent Thermal insulating properties. The core has a certain level
of vacuum as a result of the fabrication process. This reduces the heat transfer caused by air currents.
Thermal Conductivity:

•

•

20mm Honeycomb Panel is 1.7 W/(M.K)‐1

•

3mm Solid Aluminum Panel is 155 to 222 W/(M.K)‐1

Unit: W/m・K (Watts per meter Kelvin)

A Honeycomb Aluminum Panel has better sound absorptive properties. A Honeycomb Panel can reduce
sound by 20 to 30 dB (100‐3200 Hz) which is significantly better than Solid Aluminum. Sound travels
much better through solid materials.
Comparative Analysis Chart showing differences between a 20mm Honeycomb Aluminum Panel and
3mm Solid Aluminum Panel. The Honeycomb panel has a 1.0mm top face aluminum sheet and a 0.8mm
backside face aluminum sheet. It is recommended that a 1.0mm gauge aluminum is used for the
backside face plate.
Product
Attribute
N‐mm Rigidity Coefficient
2

N/mm Bending Coefficient
2

kg/m Area Density

Honeycomb
Panel

3.0mm
Solid Panel

7

5

Comments

Honeycomb panel is 72.3 times stronger than the Solid panel

1.23x10

1.7x10

14.7

1.5

Honeycomb panel nearly 10 times greater than the Solid Panel

6.2

8.2

Honeycomb panel is 2 kg/m lighter than the Solid panel

2

Aluminum Composite Panel (ACP) / Aluminum Composite Material (ACM) Panel
ACPs are a high performance wall cladding product consisting of two sheets of 0.5mm (0.020”)
aluminum, each permanently bonded to an extruded thermoplastic core. An ACP is highly formable, and
flat, with an excellent strength‐to‐weight ratio. The ACM/MCM panel manufacturers typically offer a
polyethylene (PE) core or a Fire Resistant (FR) or A2 core.
Sawing and Routing Pre‐Anodized ACPs are relatively easy processes that can be done with ordinary
commercial metal and woodworking equipment. Manufacturers of ACPs recommend at least an 8”
diameter, extra fine, carbon‐tipped, 60 tooth blade for a Straight Line cut to make the correct groove for
bending. The heat from sawing will not affect the aluminum oxide layer.

ACPs can be brake‐press formed from 0o (flat) to 90o (right angle). To avoid damaging the pre‐anodized
aluminum surface, it is recommended that the center part of the die be filled with 60 durometer rubber
up to the edges of the die. ACPs can also be roll‐formed to curved configurations for column covers,
architectural bull‐noses, radius‐building corners and other applications requiring radius forming.

General advantages for ACM panels:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exceptional Flatness for creating smooth, monolithic surfaces
Virtually eliminates oil‐canning
Exceptional Load‐bearing capacity Flexural Strength (a material's ability to resist deformation
under load).
Easy to fabricate and install
Lighter than Solid Panel designs (6mm thick ACP PE core weighs 1.5 lbs/ft2 , 3mm solid panel
weighs 1.7 lbs/ft2)
Pre‐Anodized ACPs having been sheeted and permanently bonded to the PE or FR core will not
craze to the same extent as a continuous coil ACP process.

Disadvantages of ACM Panels
•
•
•

Pre‐Anodized ACP produced with some continuous coil processers may craze significantly ‐ at least
so far ‐ a combination of thermal and mechanical crazing, but there are many successful suppliers
ACPs without stiffeners or edge forming designs, need to be handled very carefully. Longer sheets
will sag at the center.
When Line cutting or Routing, FR core ACPs may produce fine airborne particles that pose a health
hazard.

Roll Formed Panels
A Roll‐Forming operation is a continuous bending of a long strip of coiled aluminum sheet into a desired
cross‐section or profile.

Roll forming of aluminum is not as difficult as forming steel, but more attention has to be paid to setting
and adjusting roll gaps, and applying the right type of lubricant to prevent pickup of aluminum on the
rolls. Using well‐designed and polished rolls along with a good lubricant will make the roll‐formers job a
lot easier. To specify the material simply as aluminum is one of the most common mistakes made by

designers who are unfamiliar with metals. There are many different aluminum alloys, as with steels,
with vastly different forming properties.
Roll Forming Product Dimensional Tolerances and Anodized Surface Finishes are affected by many
factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Variations in the aluminum gauge and width.
Variations in the physical properties of the aluminum.
The quality of the tooling.
The type of lubricant.
The roll forming machine condition.
The skill of the operator.

Resource: SME, Fundamental Manufacturing Processes Study Guide

3C: Product Applications
INTERIOR APPLICATIONS: Entry wall panels, entertainment centers, kitchen back‐splashes, easy swing
restaurant doors, and computer room flooring systems are just the beginning when it comes to interior
architectural applications. There are many ways you can give your interior project the beauty and
performance characteristics of anodized aluminum.
EXTERIOR APPLICATIONS: Column covers, fascias, store fronts, soffits, perforated parking garage
screens, and hurricane screens are just the beginning when it comes to interior architectural
applications. Here are many other ways you can give your exterior project the beauty and performance
characteristics of anodized aluminum.

Applicatio
on Images
Stamped Gold Nuggetts

Stamped Ceiling Panels

Chemical Etching‐ Elevvator Doors

Elevato
or Cab Interio
ors

Swing Doors

Perfora
ated Panells
Univ. of Louisville Socccer Stadium (Perforated)
(

Perforateed Garage Scrreens – Multiiple Colors ‐ A
Austin

Perforate
ed Sun Shade Exterior Clad
dding – Austin Central Library Lorin Daark Antique Copper ColorIn

Ceilingss and Colum
mn Coverss

Perfora
ated Ceiling
gs

Aluminu
um Compo
osite Mateerial Panells
ACM Paneels: Lear Jet Headquarterss – Kansas City Lorin ClearrMatt

Hyundai New
N Global Dealer
D
Standaards – ACM panels
p
with Lo
orin Medium
m Bronze Colo
orIn

Lotte Malll, Seoul, South Korea ‐ AC
CM panels wiith muliple Lo
orin ColorIn colors

Honeyccomb Paneels
Nanjing Youth
Y
Olympiic Towers (Ho
oneycomb)

Puyang Library (Honeeycomb)

Roll Forrmed Paneels:
MERCEDEES‐BENZ SUP
PERDOME ‐ New Orleans, LA
L 400,000 ft2 Custom Lig
ght Bronze, Stucco Embosssed

Roll Form
med Corrugateed Panels – Shake Shack multiple
m
locattions, multiplle Lorin Colorrs

UT Dell Medical
M
Centeer: Roll Formeed Shingle Styyle panels, Lo
orin AnoZinc®
® with Arconicc Tectur‐Al™

Break Press Form
med Panels
Winspearr Opera Housse Sun Shadin
ng – Dallas

Interiorr Decorativve Elementts

Commeercial and Business
B
P
Park
Signag
ge

Sewa
anee University Dining Ha
all

Section 4: Sustain
nability
Anodized aluminum re
emains pure aluminum, wiith nothing th
hat can createe VOCs or off‐‐gassing. There
uminum, and it meets ROH
HS standards.
are no red list items in anodized alu
Cool Rooffs:
odized Alumin
num has a higgher Solar Refflective Indexx [SRI] for Coo
ol Roof Design
ns than whitee
Clear Ano
PVDF pain
nts helping to
o reduce the heat load of the building, reducing build
ding energy consumption,,
reducing pollution and
d heat island effects, and contributing to LEED Pointss.
Product

Anodic Layyer

Solaar Reflectance
e Index [SRI]

ClearMatt ® Architecturaal Class II

11 µm [0.45
50
mils]

92

PVDF Paintts (PolyVinylide
ene Fluoride)

Silver Metaallic

67

e directly imp
portant, a furtther sign of th
he safety of anodized alum
minum is that clear
Although it may not be
anodized aluminum is approved forr direct food contact
c
by the National Saanitary Found
dation (NSF 51
1),
and all colored anodize
ed aluminum is approved for splash zon
ne food areass. Additionallyy, aluminum oxide
is often ussed in produccts such as baaking soda and antiperspirrant. What this means to you
y is an addeed
level of asssurance about the safety of anodized aluminum
a
forr use in produ
ucts you desiggn and engineeer.

The an
nodizing proccess is environ
nmentally frieendly, creatin
ng no hazardo
ous waste. Th
he
process uses high and low ph chemicals that com
mbine to creaate an environ
nmentally neutral by‐prod
duct.
Lorin actu
ually extracts and recycles most of the chemicals
c
useed in its proceess. Lorin’s waste water
ditionally, Lorrin
treatmentt facility returns water to the city, with no additionaal treatment required. Add
has its ow
wn clean energy natural gas powered co
o‐generation power plant to be more environmentaally
responsib
ble, and to lesssen the city’ss power burden during peak
a demand hours.
Aluminum
m, even when
n anodized, is one of the on
nly metals thaat is 100% reccyclable, and can be
repeatedlly recycled through simplee re‐melting.
Paint con
ntains chemicals that incclude VOC's, which are dangerous to
t humans, animals, and
d the
environment. Additio
onally, painteed aluminum requires furrther processsing before itt can be recyycled.
Chrome is
i a known carcinogen and
a
is an en
nvironmental disaster to produce. Stainless steel uses
chromium
m as part of its formulation
n and neither can be comp
pletely recycleed.

Section 5:: Summary
With funcctional benefiits of a high sttrength‐to‐weight ratio an
nd superior du
urability, and
d the aesthetic
benefits of
o a beautiful natural metaal look in a variety of colorrs, anodized aluminum
a
is uniquely
u
suiteed to
bring inno
ovative archittectural desiggns to life.
If you wan
nt a material that is very durable,
d
offers a natural metal look, is available
a
in many
m
colors an
nd
finishes, iss environmen
ntally responssible, can be formed
f
into many
m
shapes or parts, offeers a great RO
OI,
and is truly beautiful in
n unique wayys that paint and
a other coaatings cannot match, then Lorin’s anodiized
m is a productt that you neeed to try. We would love to
o help you reflect your vision, and yourr
aluminum
signature result, with ease.
e

